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Revealing neural dynamical structure
of C. elegans with deep learning

Ruisong Zhou,1 Yuguo Yu,2,3 and Chunhe Li1,4,5,*
SUMMARY

Caenorhabditis elegans serves as a commonmodel for investigating neural dynamics and functions of bio-
logical neural networks. Data-driven approaches have been employed in reconstructing neural dynamics.
However, challenges remain regarding the curse of high-dimensionality and stochasticity in realistic sys-
tems. In this study, we develop a deep neural network (DNN) approach to reconstruct the neural dynamics
of C. elegans and study neural mechanisms for locomotion. Our model identifies two limit cycles in the
neural activity space: one underpins basic pirouette behavior, essential for navigation, and the other in-
troduces extra U turns. The combination of two limit cycles elucidates predominant locomotion patterns
in neural imaging data. The corresponding energy landscape explains the switching strategies between
two limit cycles, quantitatively, and provides testable predictions on neural functions and circuit roles.
Our work provides a general approach to study neural dynamics by combining imaging data and stochas-
tic modeling.

INTRODUCTION

Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) represents one of the animals with the simplest neural system and is widely used to investigate neural

dynamics. The neural system of C. elegans consists of 302 neurons with a known connectome, and recent advancements in neuronal imaging

have yielded substantial imaging (neural activity) data, which lays the foundation for exploiting data to investigate the neural dynamical mech-

anisms ofC. elegans. Investigating the underlying neural dynamics ofC. elegans is instrumental in unraveling the broader workings of natural

neural networks. Thus, it becomes essential to reconstruct the neural networks of C. elegans and corresponding dynamical models from neu-

ral activity data. Numerous computation models are developed to infer the neural dynamical structure of C. elegans. Some of these models

are grounded in the neural connectivity,1–4 while the others are solely data-driven.5,6 Connectivity-based models have the potential to inves-

tigate the function of neural circuits and directly reveal the relationship between the neural dynamics and the network structure.3 However, the

nonlinear structure results in the sensitivity for the connectivity coefficients and synaptic polarity.5,7,8 The constrained available experimental

measurements pose challenges for accurate simulations.

The data-driven approaches provide us a promising method for reconstructing the dynamics solely from the imaging data and enabling

reliable simulation. Nevertheless, practical challenges persist. The complex, nonlinear dynamics need to be reconstructed from vast datasets,

imposing substantial computational costs. The curse of dimensionality brings challenges to reconstructing the dynamics through traditional

ways. To overcome these challenges, some data-driven methods confine the model to a few neurons or principal components (less than

five),3,6 or impose constraints on dynamic forms.6 Introducing a higher dimensional model remains challenging. On the other hand, based

on the previous dataset and methods, few of the previous computation models give predictions for both neural activity data and locomotion

behaviors. Previous works on computation modeling usually either simplify the behaviors into binary ‘‘Forward’’ and ‘‘Backward’’ states,1 or

introduce several behaviors into themodel but only focus primarily on the dynamics within these two states,5,6 almost omitting the turns. Addi-

tionally, the dynamical structure governing the stable states and the periodic oscillation remains unclear, and the underlying mechanisms

guiding state transitions are largely unexplored within these computational frameworks. Difficulties persist in using the computation models

to reveal dynamics governing the transition of behavior states and the switching between locomotion strategies. Furthermore, the impact of

perturbing certain neurons on motor behaviors is challenging to predict within existing computational frameworks.

Deep learning presents an attractive solution for decoding neural activity due to its ability to effectively learn complicated, nonlinear trans-

formations from data.9–11 Its applications extend across various domains, including investigating neural dynamics, gene dynamics, cell move-

ment and properties of pharmacogenomics.12–16 The utility of deep learning becomes particularly evident when dealingwith the complexities
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arising from high-dimensional data and complex forms of dynamic forces. Inspired by previous studies on deep-learning neural networks

(DNN) and neural dynamics modeling,17–19 we seek to perform DNN to reconstruct the neural network of C. elegans. Kato et al. proposed

Ca2+ imaging to record the neural activity data of C. elegans and their research also provides the corresponding behavior state series.20 This

dataset has been instrumental in investigating the dynamics behind the pirouette behavior,5,6 which is central to the navigation for

C. elegans.16,21–24 We aim to reconstruct the DNNmodel from this dataset, and we also propose two methods for explaining the locomotion

behaviors corresponding to the simulations. These approaches allow us to provide both neural activity and locomotion states, and help us

investigate the mechanism of behavior transitions in the computation model. Furthermore, after introducing the inhibition force in the DNN

model, it becomes possible to predict the change of locomotion for C. elegans after making perturbations to certain neurons.

The energy landscape approach serves as a valuable tool for examining stochastic dynamics in biological networks.18,25–29 It has been em-

ployed to uncover global properties of the dynamics of complex networks. Inspiredby the previous studies on the energy landscape, we intro-

duce the Gaussian noise to our DNN model to study the stochasticity and calculate the energy landscape of the neural system. The energy

landscape provides us with ways to reveal the switching strategies from a global perspective.

Our model yields several noteworthy findings. Firstly, The DNN model for C. elegans effectively captures the essential features of neural

dynamics and exhibits strong performance within a short time. Notably, it identifies two limit cycles in the neural activity space. Second, upon

further analysis of locomotion behaviors, we uncovered that one of these limit cycles underlies the fundamental pirouette behavior, while the

other is associated with the extra U turns in the pirouette behavior. Intriguingly, the occurrence of the second-type limit cycle within a pirou-

ette behavior aligns with a geometric distribution, which means the probability decreases exponentially as the increase of occurrences. This

intriguing discovery, along with the interplay between the two types of limit cycles, accounts for a significant portion of the behavior se-

quences observed in brain-wide calcium imaging data. Thirdly, we observe that the model with middle-level noise provides the best fit for

C. elegans locomotion behaviors. Moreover, the energy landscape of C. elegans neural dynamics unveils a structured interplay of attractors

and limit cycles, which explains the geometric distribution observed. This discovery provides valuable insights into the mechanisms under-

lying the switching of locomotion strategies. Finally, our approach, incorporating both the energy landscape and neural inhibition in the DNN

model, provides the confirmations and predictions for the functions of key neurons and circuits for locomotion.

Our work proposes a data-driven approach to infer the dynamical structure of C. elegans and introduces two methods for explaining the

locomotion of the simulation (Figure 1). The computation model offers valuable insights into the transition mechanisms for behaviors within

pirouette strategies and the roles of neurons for locomotion.
RESULTS

DNN model for C. elegans captures the key information of neural dynamics

In prior experiments, approximately 100 neurons in the head ganglia are recorded simultaneously in each of five animals immobilized in a

microfluidic chamber.20 Among the 21 consistently and unequivocally identified neurons in each individual, we selected 14 key neurons of

C. elegans, including both the sensory interneurons and motor neurons (Figures S1 and S2). Kato et al.20 employed imaging to observe a

limited subset of neurons in freely moving C. elegans, confirming the close correlation between the activation of certain individual neurons

and locomotion parameters. This leads to the interpretation of neural activity in immobilized animals as motor commands indicative of loco-

motor behaviors. Kato et al. provide the corresponding time series of locomotor behavior in immobilized animals, which is grounded in the

activation of neurons. Several previous studies exploring the neural dynamics of C. elegans locomotion are also grounded in the neural ac-

tivity data and behavioral states provided by Kato et al..2,5,6,20 Therefore, we seek to develop a model to reconstruct the neuron dynamics of

C. elegans and investigate the underlying dynamical structure governing the locomotion of C. elegans based on these neural activity data.

Before introducing our model, we conducted an initial analysis of motor command transitions using the imaging dataset. We commenced

this analysis by calculating the transition probabilities between different behavioral states using the time series data ofC. elegans from Kato’s

imaging dataset.20 Within this dataset, behaviors are categorized into six states: Forward, Slow, Reverse, Sustain reverse, Dorsal turn and

Ventral turn. Forward and Sustain Reverse represent smooth forward and backward locomotion. The Slow states signify a decrease in forward

speed, whereas Reverse indicates an increase in backward speed. Dorsal turn and Ventral turn represent turns in the respective directions.

Importantly, distinct trajectories in the Slow state imply the need for further division into transient Slow1 and sustained Slow2 states (see

more details in STAR Methods). Subsequently, we constructed a state transition diagram (Figure 3A) to intuitively comprehend locomotion

patterns, with arrow thickness representing transition probability magnitudes. According to the diagram, the Forward state transitions exclu-

sively to Slow or Reverse states. The Reverse state precedes two types of turns before returning to the Forward or Reverse states through the

Slow state. Notably, the diagram highlights two primary cycles: ‘‘Forward/ Slow/ Reverse/ Sustain reverse/ Dorsal/Ventral turns/

Forward’’ and ‘‘Sustain reverse/Dorsal/Ventral turns/ Slow/ Reverse/ Sustain reverse’’. These two cycles are specifically highlighted in

Figure 3B.

We proceed by introducing our deep-learning neural network (DNN) approaches to reconstruct the neural dynamics of C. elegans. Pre-

vious studies have generally characterized the neural dynamics as a stochastic system19:

dX

dt
= FðXÞ+ e; (Equation 1)

where F represents the deterministic driving force and 3signifies noise, which we assume as Gaussian white noise. We employ a three-layer

feedforward neural network in our approach to reconstruct the deterministic driving force. The network is trained (Figure S3A) on the imaging
2 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024



Figure 1. Data-driven approach for constructing energy landscape

The data trajectories are used to train the Deep-learning Neural Network for dynamics and reconstruct the neural dynamics. The reconstructed dynamics

correspond to the deterministic force in the dynamical system. The trained DNN is used to approximate one part of the dynamics while the other part is �
kX . Using the trained DNN, we get the original system. Adding the ‘‘inhibition force’’ (see details in STAR Methods), we get the perturbed system. The SDE

simulations of the two dynamical systems give the prediction of neural activity. The behavior labels of data trajectories in the dataset are used to train the

DNN for behaviors and this trained DNN helps to explain the behavior states in the SDE simulation. Using the previous approaches for multistable states

and our new methods for limit cycles, we can quantify the energy landscape of two types of systems. The energy landscape further helps us to investigate

the underlying dynamical mechanisms.
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dataset20 using a curve-fitting method, minimizing deviations between the data and the simulations by network (see more details in STAR

Methods). Utilizing this trained neural network, we are able to conduct simulations for the neural activity under different noise conditions.

In our model, we specifically incorporate Gaussian white noise with varying levels, represented by different covariances. Previous works

showed neural activity evolves on a low-dimensional manifold,5,20 which is reproduced by projecting imaging data (Figure 2A, gray lines).

Notably, our simulations, starting from data points, align with this manifold under various noise levels (Figure 2A). This observation indicates

that the manifold arises from the underlying dynamical structure, which is captured by our models. Besides, we observe that the simulation

trajectories in time series exhibit deviations from the data trajectories, but after a time shift they align closely (Figure S3B corresponding to the

left panel of Figure 5C and S3C corresponding to the right panel of Figure 3E), and in these cases the normalized mean squared error (NSME)
kxsimu � xdatak2

kxdatak2 reaches the level around 5%. Importantly, after this time shift, it’s observed that both trajectories originate from the same stable

state. Therefore, the deviations between simulation and data trajectories may primarily arise from the different resting times or different evo-

lution types from the stable states. A comprehensive analysis of the data trajectories validates this observation, uncovering significant devi-

ations between two data trajectories that commence from the same stable state (Figure S4).

In summary, our model effectively captures the primary features of the dynamical structure ofC. elegans and facilitates reliable predictions

for neural activity. To explain the locomotion behaviors for our simulations, we need a map function to correlate the neural activity series to

corresponding behavior labels. Since only a fewmotor neurons are selected in our model, it’s hard to use their activations as indicators for the
iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024 3



Figure 2. The Gaussian noise is a critical factor influencing the choice of strategy

(A) The projection of simulation traces under different noise levels (no noise on the left, middle noise in themiddle, and large noise on the right) onto the first three

principal components. These traces are color-coded for comparison with gray traces representing experimental data. All of them conform to a low-dimensional

manifold.

(B) Projections of simulated trajectories onto the first two principal components. The simulations are performed without noise with the start points randomly

selected from the dataset (see more details in STAR Methods). These trajectories ultimately converge to some stationary points which are circled with black

dotted lines.

(C) All the stationary points, with attractors marked in black and others in red. All attractors belong to the Forward and Sustain reverse states.

(D) Projections of simulated traces under middle noise onto the first two principal components.

(E) A simulated trace under large noise. Its projection onto the first two principal components (left panel) and the neural activity of neuron RIVR (right panel) are

shown. Under the large noise, neural activity oscillates rapidly and randomly between various cycles, traversing a substantial portion of the manifold.

(F) KL divergence of state probability (red) and state transition probability (blue) between the data and simulations under different noise levels. The estimated

noise level is estimated from the dataset using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) (see more details in STAR Methods).
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complicatedmovement states. Therefore, we introduce a clusteringmethod and a DNNmethod (seemore details in STARMethods) to learn

the map from the dataset. These methods help to assign behavior states to each point in our simulations. With these assigned states, we can

effectively describe the locomotion behaviors exhibited in these simulation trajectories. Within our implementation, both approaches yield

remarkably similar time series of behavior states. Consequently, in the following sections of this article, we consistently refer to the behavior

series derived through the DNN method. These corresponding behavior series, across most noise levels in our simulations, align with the

previously mentioned pattern of motor command alterations in the dataset. This discovery reinforces the notion that our model adeptly cap-

tures the fundamental behavioral mechanisms of C. elegans.
Model with middle level noise better explains behaviors of locomotion

To study the effects of stochasticity on the model, we have added the noise with different noise levels to the DNN model. Additionally, we

determine the estimated noise level from the dataset using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Further details are available in the STAR

Methods. To investigate the underlying dynamical structure and assess the noise impact onC. elegans locomotion, we examine three specific

cases: no noise, middle noise (estimated from the data), and large noise. Confirming our previous observation, all these trajectories are

restricted to the low-dimensional manifold (Figure 2A). Under no noise, all the trajectories converge to specific stationary points where

the deterministic driving force vanishes (Figure 2B). Further analysis of these points identifies the attractors (Figure 2C) in the neural dynamical
4 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024
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Figure 3. Two limit cycles identified by the DNN model governing the underlying mechanisms for locomotion

(A) The state transition diagram derived from the experimental dataset, where the thickness of the arrows is positively correlated to the probability of transition.

(B) The transition diagram featuring the two primary cycles. The two cycles in the transition diagram correspond to the two limit cycles in the neural activity space.

(C) The representation of two limit cycles when projected onto the first two principal components. Cycle 1 (left panel) aligns with the fundamental sequence in the

pirouette strategy, while Cycle 2 (right panel) represents the extraU turns. The Slow states with 2� 3 frame duration in Cycle 2 are overshadowed by other states.

(D) A cyclic trajectory lying in the orbit of Cycle 2. These cyclic traces add diversity to the forms of U turn.

(E) A representative simulation trace projected onto the first two principal components (left) and neuron RIVR (right). This trajectory depicts four Cycle 2 in a

pirouette behavior, illustrating the variation of the pirouette behaviors. By applying an appropriate shift, the simulated trace closely matches the data trace

(see details in Figure S3C).

(F) The distribution of the occurrences of Cycle 2 instances within a pirouette series (a series from Forward states to Forward states), i.e., the number of Cycle 2

between two Cycle 1. This distribution aligns with the geometric distribution with expectation 1.5(data)/1.56(simulation) (p-value = 0.0008/0.0182, Goodness of fit

test).
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system ofC. elegans (see more details in STARMethods). We find that there are a significant number of attractors in the activity space and all

these attractors correspond to the Forward and Sustain reverse states. This observation implies that these two sustained locomotion behav-

iors correspond to diverse stable states, each associated with specific attractors. Different stable states indicate different thresholds to tran-

sition and different transition patterns. To further investigate other dynamical structures, we proceed by increasing the noise level. At themid-

dle noise level, the trajectories evolve from fragmented segments (Figure 2B) to cyclic patterns (Figure 2D). Analyzing these trajectories, our

model identifies two distinct limit cycles (Figure 3C solid lines). With the large noise, neural activity undergoes rapid and random oscillations

between different cycles, covering a significant portion of themanifold. Ultimately, it approximates a randomwalk in themanifold (Figure 2E).

Model with no noise exhibits consistent behaviors, while model with large noise lacks repetitive behavior series and exhibits inaccurate

state transitions (Figure 2E) compared to the transition patterns from data (Figure 3A). Consequently, neither of these extremes corresponds

to the observed behavior patterns ofC. elegans. For a quantitative evaluation of the consistency between simulations and actual behavior, we

calculate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for both state probability and state transition probability under different noise levels in

comparison to the imaging dataset (Figure 2F). Intriguingly, it indicates that both KL-divergence optimizes at middle noise levels and the

estimated noise level is in close proximity to these two optimal points. This observation emphasizes the substantial impact of noise levels

on the locomotion patterns of C. elegans, highlighting that the model with the middle noise level provides a more accurate explanation

for its locomotion behaviors. Significantly, it also suggests that the estimated noise level serves as a suitable approximation for the optimal

noise level.
iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024 5
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Two limit cycles reveal the underlying mechanisms of the pirouette strategy

In the neural activity space, our DNN model has identified two distinct limit cycles (Figure 3C solid lines), denoted as Cycle 1 (left panel of

Figure 3C) and Cycle 2 (right panel of Figure 3C). Correspondingly, the behavior series illustrates the locomotion of C. elegans within these

two cycles, remarkably mirroring the two primary cycles identified in the state transition diagram derived from the data (Figures 3A and 3B).

During Cycle 1, the locomotion sequence commences with forwardmovement and deceleration, followedby a reverse locomotion phase and

sustained backward motion. Subsequently, a ventral turn occurs, leading to a subsequent switch back to forward locomotion. In Cycle 2, the

locomotion begins with sustained backward movement. It then transitions into a ventral turn, which is then followed by a reversal phase to

resume sustained backward locomotion. These two behavior series have also been addressed in some previous studies. Cycle 1 is denoted as

basic pirouette behaviors2 and type-II transitions,3 while Cycle 2 is simply referred to as U turns.2 Moreover, these two behavioral sequences

align with the two distinct branches of the low-dimensional manifold.5 Therefore, it is convincing that the two identified limit cycles constitute

the fundamental dynamical structure governing the pirouette strategy.

Further analysis of the behavior series in the dataset reveals that flexible locomotion primarily manifests as combinations of the two typical

behavior sequences mentioned earlier. We systematically enumerate all behavior sequences starting in the Forward state and ending in the

Forward state. By mixing up two types of turns, and excluding all sequences of Cycle 2, the remaining sequences can be classified into two

types. The first corresponds to the behavior sequences of Cycle 1, while the second involves a series of oscillations between the Forward and

Slow1 states. Furthermore, themajority of behavior series in the dataset can be explained by the combination of the behavior series of the two

identified limit cycles. Our simulations with middle and large noise levels validate these findings (Figure 3E). Thus, the mechanisms of loco-

motion are likely rooted in the intricate interaction between these two limit cycles.

To characterize the interaction between the two limit cycles, we analyze the instances of Cycle 2 within a ‘‘Forward/ Sustain reverse/

Forward’’ sequence. The count (Figure 3F) closely conforms to a geometric distribution (p-value = 0.0008 and expectation 1.5 for data, p-

value = 0.0182 and expectation 1.5 for simulation, Goodness of fit test). The geometric distribution indicates that the probabilities of entering

Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 at the intersection area are constant, i.e., independent of previous trajectories. Each ‘‘Forward / Sustain reverse /

Forward’’ sequence is constituted by a Cycle 1 instance with several ‘‘Cycle 2 decisions’’ in the intersection area. This sequence corresponds

to pirouette behaviors with several U turns; therefore, we term it the pirouette series. The intersection area plays a special role in choosing

which limit cycle to enter, so we refer to it as the transition area (Figures 3E, 4A, and 4D).

We aim to investigate additional properties emerging from the dynamical structure within the transition area. Several attractors in the

activity space have been identified, and notably, an attractor in the Sustain Reverse state is situated within the intersection area of two limit

cycles (Figure 4D). This attractor serves as the preparation point for making decisions for movement. Additionally, we observe significant

variation in the stability of the two limit cycles. In our simulations with a smaller noise level, trajectories starting from Cycle 1 exhibit almost

no departures within the span of 10 periods (Figure 5C), while those starting from Cycle 2 frequently deviate after 1 to 4 periods (Figure 5D).

Since the deviations mainly occur in the attractor of the transition area and the main choices at this attractor are entering two limit cycles

(Figure 4D), our observation indicates that within the attractor, the probability of entering a new Cycle 1 is higher than that of entering a

new Cycle 2 under small noise level. Furthermore, this observation also reveals that under the small noise level, the stability of Cycle 1 is

higher than Cycle 2.

Now we aim to use the corresponding behavior series to explain the intricate interaction between two limit cycles. Both limit cycles

contribute to pirouette behaviors: Cycle 1 represents the simplest pirouette behavior with only one period of U turn, while Cycle 2 can be

characterized as a U turn. Given that only Cycle 1 passes through the Forward states, it plays a crucial role in initiating the pirouette, thereby

laying the foundation for basic pirouette strategies. Consequently, Cycle 2 can be considered as U turns inserted into the pirouette behavior

series. Specifically, the last U turn is attributed to Cycle 1, while the others originate from Cycle 2, indicating that Cycle 2 contributes to the

additional U turns in pirouette behaviors. In summary, Cycle 2 introduces diversity to pirouette behavior, while Cycle 1 plays the role of

initiation.
Energy landscape and probability flux of neural dynamics of C. elegans

While we delved into the dynamical structure that governs the locomotion patterns of C. elegans, understanding how these patterns emerge

from this structure still eludes us. To delve deeper into these mechanisms, a comprehensive view of C. elegans dynamics is essential. The

energy landscape, known for its efficacy, provides this global perspective. The energy landscape (also referred to as the potential landscape)

has found widespread application in studying stochastic dynamics across various biological systems.18,19,26–30 In this approach, the dynamics

of the system are modeled by a deterministic driving force F with white noise ε (Equation 1).

For simplicity, we assume the white noise here is independent Gaussian noise, that is e � N
�
0; D2 I

�
. Now the evolution of corresponding

probabilities can be described by the Fokker-Planck equation:

dP

dt
= � VJðX ; tÞ; (Equation 2)
JðX; tÞ = FðXÞP � DVP:

By calculating the steady distribution Pss which satisfies
dPss
dt = 0, we can decompose the deterministic dynamic force into a conservative force

and a flux
6 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024



Figure 4. Potential landscape provides valuable insights into the global properties of dynamical structure

(A) The potential landscape (left) and two limit cycles with data points color-coded according to their behavior states (right). On the potential landscape the

behavior states that each area corresponds to are labeled with arrows. Both landscapes are projected onto the first two principal components. Basins with

attractors are distinctly separated along PC1, corresponding to the Forward and Sustain reverse states.

(B) The landscape and flux on the approximated surface of Cycle 1. The landscape prevents deviation from Cycle 1 while the flux promotes the revolving along

Cycle 1. The vanishing of flux allows the freedom for diverse cyclic trajectories.

(C and D) The landscape projected onto the space of AIBL/RIVL or RIMR/AVAL activity, with two limit cycles highlighted. The transition area is highlighted to

reveal the combined structure of attractor and limit cycles.

(E and F) The landscape structure in some simplified cases, including the cases with an isolated attractor in a single limit cycle (left) and with an isolated attractor in

the intersection of two limit cycles (right).
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FðXÞ = D
VPssðXÞ
PssðXÞ +

JðXÞ
PssðXÞ : (Equation 3)

And the energy landscape is defined as UðXÞ = � ln PssðXÞ.27,28,30
Within the neural dynamics of C. elegans, incorporating the noise level estimated from the data (see more details in STAR Methods), we

can calculate the energy landscape of the neural system, in comparison with two limit cycles and data points (Figure 4A). This energy land-

scape unfolds a global perspective, enabling an exploration of the dynamical structure formed by attractors and the two limit cycles. Within

the energy landscape, the attractors form two distinct basins separated along the first principal component, with the deepest three attractors

aligning with the positions of the two limit cycles. These attractors collectively contribute to the stability of the sustained locomotion. Within

the three attractors situated at the two limit cycles, the leftmost corresponds to the Forward state, while the others align with the Sustain

Reverse. Their special locations indicate that these attractors take a higher potential for starting a pirouette while others not. Remarkably,

the central attractor among these three aligns with the previously discussed transition points (the attractors in the transition area).

For a deeper exploration of the dynamical structure shaped by two limit cycles, we present the energy landscape from various perspectives

(Figures 4C and 4D). Additionally, we overlay the flux onto the potential landscape (Figure 4B) within the least square surface of Cycle 1. In the

energy landscape (Figure 4A), the two limit cycles partition the space into two branches, forming tube-like orbits for cyclic behaviors. The tran-

sition area is the sole region connecting the two branches. In the least square plane (Figure 4B), we observe the flux nearly vanishing in certain

sections of the limit cycles, permitting diverse cyclic trajectories around the limit cycle. Indeed, we have observed various cyclic trajectories

around Cycle 2 (Figure 3D). In other words, these trajectories deviate from the Cycle 2 but still maintain cycling in a neighborhood of Cycle
iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024 7



Figure 5. The energy landscape with two limit cycles unveils the mechanisms of locomotion and confirms certain neural functions

(A) The projection of two limit cycles and landscape onto the space of AVAR and AVBR. AVBR activity exhibits a negative correlation with AVAR activity in Cycle 1

(left panel), while it remains largely inactive in Cycle 2 (middle panel). The basins form an ‘‘L’’ shape (right panel).

(B) The projection of two limit cycles and landscape onto the space of RIVR and AVAR. In Cycle 1 (left panel), RIVR exhibits two peaks (Forward and Ventral turn) in

each cycle, whereas in Cycle 2 (middle panel), it shows only one peak (Ventral turn). The landscape (right panel) identifies four paths connecting two stable states

(Forward and Sustain reverse). The Forward state and Sustain reverse state are encircled and correspond to the red and purple areas in the left andmiddle panels.

The trajectory that traverses the Dorsal turn state is highlighted in red, and the points within the Dorsal turn state are shaded in chartreuse in the left and middle

panels.

(C) The activity of neuron RIVR in two limit cycles. Left panel: Cycle 1. Right panel: Cycle 2. It displays periodic variations within the two limit cycles, with significant

fluctuations observed in the attractors at Forward state. The peaks of RIVR activity in Cycle 2 are much higher than peaks in Cycle 1.

(D) The activity of neuron RIVR for a simulated trajectory. This trajectory leaves Cycle 2 after 3 periods.
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2. These cyclic trajectories add to the diversity of U turns, corresponding to different lasting times and turning angles. The vanishing of flux in

Cycle 1 forms another path connecting the Forward and Sustain Reverse state, by passing through the Dorsal turn states (Figure 5B, right

panel). This dorsal-turn path, when companied with the two limit cycles, constitutes all the paths connecting the Forward and Sustain Reverse

state (Figure 5B, right panel), exhibiting a noteworthy deviation in RIVR activity level. Consequently, in pirouette behaviors, RIVR activity

emerges as a valuable indicator for distinguishing the current activity path and predicting the future locomotion of C. elegans. Importantly,

the branch of Cycle 2 exhibits higher RIVR activity levels than the branch of Cycle 1 (Figure 5C). Given that Cycle 2 represents the additional U

turns, this observation may provide a dynamical explanation for the prior finding that higher RIVR activity aligns with frequent U turns.31

To reveal how the transition patterns rise from the dynamical structure, we focus on the transition area, where an attractor is positioned,

and two limit cycles intersect (Figure 4D). This attractor shapes steady-state probabilities with a Gaussian distribution,17,32 creating a potential

basin in the landscape. Simultaneously, limit cycles offer potential escape routes. Since the real structure in the transition area is complex, we

initiate our exploration with simplified cases. Notably, the other two attractors in the limit cycles (Figure 4A) represent the simplest case where

an isolated attractor is situated at a single limit cycle. Here, the sole escape route is along the direction of the limit cycle (Figure 4E). Attempts

to escape in other directions lead to trajectory retracement and prolonged duration within the attractor. This finding elucidates the varied

durations observed at the Forward state attractor in repeated traces (Figure 5C).

We now consider the cases featuring an isolated attractor at the intersection of two limit cycles. The two escape directions signify transi-

tions into distinct limit cycles, whereas directions diverging from these lead back to the attractor (Figure 4F). Switching probabilities to

different cycles are solely determined by the variance ratio of the Gaussian distribution along the directions of the two cycles. This implies

that the probability is solely determined by the transient information at the attractor, irrespective of previous trajectories. Consequently, a
8 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024
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geometric distribution emerges for the number of one type of limit cycle between two with the other type. From this perspective, manipu-

lating the covariance of the attractors can influence both the evolution of the system and the rates of the two limit cycles.

However, we observe that real cases in the transition area unfold with greater complexity. In such instances, the attractor is positioned at

Cycle 2, while Cycle 1 merely intersects the neighborhood of the attractor (Figure 4D). This scenario bears resemblance to the earlier case

under sufficient noise levels, yet an exceedingly small noise here may result in a decrease of the transitions. Consequently, under low noise

levels, the divergence from Cycle 1 at the transition point becomes challenging, contributing to the greater stability of Cycle 1 compared to

Cycle 2. In these instances, aside from the directions of the two limit cycles, there exist escape routes toward other attractors. This results in

sustained locomotion and an inertial response for transition, as returning to the two limit cycles incurs considerably higher costs.

Since theGaussian noise is used in ourmodel for the landscape analysis, we hope to have some discussions on the roles of Gaussian noise.

Gaussian white noise is commonly employed in biological modeling and stems from diverse sources.18,27,33 These sources categorize white

noise into sensory noise, cellular noise, electrical noise, and synaptic noise.34 In our model, Gaussian noise plays a crucial role in facilitating

escape from attractors. This departure from stable states helps initiate the pirouette behavior. The primary attribution of these roles can be

ascribed to electrical and synaptic noise, as behavior persistence appears to be more intrinsic and less susceptible to external stimuli and

neural variability. On the other hand, Gaussian noise plays a vital role in the transition domain and the creation of diverse cyclic trajectories,

contributing to the overall diversity of pirouettes. This diversity is mainly attributed to sensory noise, given that the choices of strategies are

inherently adaptive to external stimuli. In short, sensory noise drives the diversity of navigation strategies, whereas electrical and synaptic

noise contributes to the completeness of pirouette behaviors.

Energy landscape confirms and predicts neural functions and circuits

Having unveiled the intricate transition patterns governingC. elegans’ locomotion and the corresponding dynamical structure, our focus now

shifts to elucidating the pivotal roles of specific neurons for locomotion. This exploration leverages insights from two limit cycles and corre-

sponding energy landscape. Delving into the dynamics of activity within two limit cycles and the landscape’s contour, we observe that the

Forward state is accompanied by the high levels of AVBR activity, while the Sustain reverse state is always accompanied by the peaks of

AVAR activity (Figure 5A). This substantiates the roles of AVBR in fostering forward locomotion andAVAR in supporting backward locomotion.

Notably, the landscape configurations for AVAR and AVBR adopt an ‘‘L’’ shape (Figure 5A), suggesting that both neurons might not simul-

taneously reach the action potential. Additionally, in two limit cycles, RIVR’s activity peeks at the start of ventral turns during the initial phase of

slow down (Figure 5B), confirming its pivotal role in initiatingU turn. This observation also predicts the potential contribution of RIVR activity to

the preparatory phase before reversal, given that the Slow state preludes the transition to reversal. Similarly, analysis of the energy landscape

with two limit cycles points to RIM and AVE as promoters of backward locomotion (Figures S5C and S5D), RIB as a facilitator of forward loco-

motion and turns (Figure S5B), and AVE as a potential initiator of ventral turns (Figure S5C). Furthermore, an analysis of activity within two limit

cycles uncovers that AIB follows an ascending trajectory spanning the entire reverse phase and the initial segment of ventral turns (Figures S6A

and S5D). This observation underscores the potential of AIB in facilitating turns and signaling reverse behavior. The patterns of the energy

landscape for pairs such as RIMR and AVAL, AVBR and RIBL, and AVER and RIMR strikingly resemble straight lines with positive correlations

(Figures S5A–S5C), hinting at the possibility that these neuron pairs might belong to the same functional module for navigation.

Sequential activation can be identified through the analysis of the two limit cycles, given that the locomotion patterns predominantly

revolve around these cycles. An intriguing pattern emerges from the projection of two cycles: an impulse in AIBL is succeeded by a delayed

impulse in RIVL during forward and turning states (Figure S6A). The observed pattern strongly suggests sequential activation between these

two neurons. It also confirms the earlier findings that connections between AIB and RIV contribute to the sequential activation, along with the

feedforward coupling between the backward and turning module.3 Moreover, similar sequential activations ‘‘AVAL/ RIMR’’ and ‘‘AVER/

RIMR’’ can be indicated by the projections of limit cycles (Figures S5A and S5C). Taking into account neural connectivity,35,36 our observations

unveil a segment of a neural circuit involving AVA, RIM, and subsequently AVE/AIB. Notably, this neural circuit aligns with components of the

circuit for navigations.22,31 This discovery underscores our model’s capability to identify crucial neural circuits that govern locomotion

strategies.

The simulation of inhibition efficiently unveils the function of specific neurons

To depict the impact of inhibiting certain neurons in our model, we introduce an inhibitory force (seemore details in STARMethods) targeted

at certain neurons. This intervention is designed to explore its impact on the locomotion behaviors and corresponding dynamical structure

(Figures 6A and 6B). Following inhibition, trajectories originating from Cycle 1 uniformly converge toward new attractors in the Forward and

Sustain reverse states (Figures 6C and 6D). Examination of the landscape post-inhibition of RIV reveals the disruption of the original tube-like

orbits of the two cycles. The only remaining structure is two branches containing the Forward and Sustain reverse basins, and the region asso-

ciated with the Ventral turn states is almost submerged by the infeasible areas. These results highlight that inhibiting RIV effectively sup-

presses ventral turns, providing an explanation for previous observations that the elimination of RIV leads to a reduction in the frequency

of U turns.3,31 Since two branches correspond to the forward and backward locomotion and an additional barrier separates these two states,

inhibition of neuron RIV might also contribute to a decreased frequency of behavioral transitions. Importantly, the changes in the potential

landscape during the increment in inhibition levels vividly depict the diminishing process of ventral turns (Figure S7).

To quantify the impact of inhibiting certain neurons, we conduct calculations on the state probability after inhibiting individual neu-

rons (Table 1). This particular analysis of state probability serves as both validation and prediction of the functional roles of distinct
iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024 9



Figure 6. Disabling RIV inhibits the transition between forward and backward locomotion and reduces the likelihood of ventral turns

(A) The energy landscape after disabling the RIVR (right) compared to before (left), projected onto the space of AIBR and RIVR activity. The feasible region is

shifted toward where RIVR activity is 0.

(B) The landscape after disabling the RIVR, projected onto the first two PCs. The feasible set is divided into two branches. The feasible set is split into two

branches. The pathway between the Forward state and the Sustain reverse state is disrupted. The area associated with the Ventral Turn states is almost

entirely covered by the infeasible regions (compared with Figure 4A).

(C and D) Simulations of neural activity after disabling RIVR, starting from various points within Cycle 1. The trajectories all converge to either the left side

(Forward) or the right side (Sustain reverse), depending on their initial location.
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neurons. Our observation aligns with established knowledge: AVB promotes forward locomotion,1,2 AVA promotes backward locomo-

tions1,2 and RIV underlies the ventral asymmetry of U turns.2,31 The decreased probability of forward locomotion states (Forward and

Slow) following RIB inhibition verifies the prior conclusions that RIB promotes the speed of forward locomotion but not backward loco-

motion.37 Similarly, the diminished occurrence of the Sustain reverse state and the concurrent increase in the Reverse state after inhib-

iting RIM confirms RIM’s involvement in backward locomotion3 and supports earlier observations that eliminating RIM neurons results in

inappropriate persistence of short reversals after food removal.31 Besides, our simulation also verifies that inhibiting neuron RIV during

turns restored mechanosensory-evoked reversals.38 Earlier studies have indicated that inhibiting AIB results in a reduction in U turns

(Dorsal/Ventral turn) and long reversals (Sustain reverse), while leads to an increase of short reverse (Reverse state).31 Our simulation

for AIBL repeats this phenomenon and the simulation for AIBR supports the statement for decreases of turns. However, the outcome

of inhibiting AIBR manifests in more frequent long reversals and fewer short reversals, suggesting that AIBL and AIBR may play different

roles in the decoding of behaviors for navigation. Furthermore, our simulations offer predictive insights, indicating that RID may indeed

promote forward locomotion, while neuron ALA, known for inducing the sleep phenotype,39 might not significantly contribute to the

locomotion within the navigation. The observed decrease in dorsal turns after inhibiting RIM underscores RIM’s specific importance

in dorsal turns.

In the neural system some neurons function as highly connected and pivotal network hubs, facilitating communication between function-

ally separated local clusters and exhibiting tightly coupled gene expression.40–42 Thus, identifying these hub neurons, even without explicit

neural connectivity information, is crucial for a better understanding of neural network mechanisms. We quantify the impact of inhibiting spe-

cific neurons by calculating the KL divergence of state probability (Figure S8). Our analysis reveals a positive correlation between KL diver-

gence and the degree of neurons35,36 in the neural connectivity (with a correlation coefficient of r = 0:6101). It also indicates that neurons

ALA, RID and RIV may be the periphery part while AIB, AVA, AVE and RIM are more like hubs. Notably, recent studies have also identified

AIB, AVA, and AVE as hubs.40,41 Thus, our model may serve as an indicator for identifying neurons that function as hubs in the absence of

explicit connectivity information.
10 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024



Table 1. The probability of states after different neurons being inhibited

Neurons Forward Slow Dorsal turn Ventral turn Reverse Sustain reverse Supporting references& Predictions

DEFAULT 17.00% 16.87% 9.59% 9.58% 10.15% 36.81% The default state probability.

AIBL 4.03% 7.23% 0.19% 0.29% 50.09% 38.18% Turns, Sustain reverse3,31

AIBR 1.47% 7.68% 0.04% 0.33% 8.28% 82.19%

ALA 17.47% 20.53% 4.40% 21.31% 8.15% 28.13% Unrelated to the locomotion

AVAL 26.80% 16.39% 5.00% 20.44% 28.67% 2.69% Sustain reverse1,2,20

AVAR 26.09% 7.37% 1.55% 32.17% 22.31% 10.52%

AVBL 33.56% 2.39% 6.41% 9.83% 11.15% 36.65% Forward locomotion

(Forward and Slow)1,2,20AVBR 2.94% 2.60% 15.30% 15.40% 20.71% 43.06%

AVER 17.20% 3.47% 1.70% 0.29% 8.42% 68.93% Reverse, Sustain reverse1,2

RIBL 5.04% 2.19% 15.53% 11.26% 13.89% 52.09% Forward (promote only forward

locomotion speed)37

RID 6.27% 15.54% 7.69% 12.52% 8.37% 49.61% Promote Forward locomotion

RIML 8.97% 5.19% 0.51% 0.21% 74.43%* 10.70% Promote Sustain reverse3 and

high probability of short reversals

(Reverse state) after inhibition31
RIMR 3.56% 7.97% 2.99% 7.07% 63.60%* 14.80%

RIVL 4.71% 12.49% 21.45% 0.51% 9.36% 51.49% Ventral turn3,31

RIVR 9.43% 8.12% 6.17% 2.10% 6.98% 67.20%

States with a probability decrease of less than 40% after inhibition are formulated in bold, while those with a probability increase ofmore than six times are labeled

with symbol *.
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we utilize a deep-learning approach to reconstruct the neural dynamics ofC. elegans. We introduce twomethods: the clustering

division method and a deep neural network (DNN) strategy, to explain the locomotion behaviors observed in our simulations. Our DNN

model stands out from other artificial neural network models for C. elegans by not only reconstructing the neural dynamics but also enabling

an in-depth exploration of the dynamical mechanisms that govern C. elegans’ locomotion. The dynamical analysis yields several advantages.

Firstly, it helps us to capture the key dynamical structure, such as two limit cycles and attractors in the transition area, offering insights into the

flexible patterns of locomotion. Second, the dynamical system allows for the introduction of noise, providing a platform to study the roles of

noise. It indicates that appropriate noise contributes to the complexity and diversity of pirouette strategies. Thirdly, the reconstructed dy-

namics lays the foundation for the calculation of the energy landscape, which offers effective tools for investigating the global dynamical prop-

erties and explains the mechanisms of strategies switching. Finally, the reconstructed dynamics enables the simulation for inhibiting specific

neurons, aiding in the revelation of the distinct roles played by each neuron.

Our DNNmodel helps investigate the dynamical properties by reconstructing neural dynamics from data. However, there also exist other

approaches for investigating the dynamical properties of data. Recent studies have employed delay-embedding methods to linearize the

dynamics of data in a higher-dimensional space.43 This linearized approach provides potent methods for comparing the similarity between

two datasets by introducing a distance function based on linearized dynamics. Compared to these approaches, our reconstructed dynamics

preserves the original activity space, enabling us to investigate more biophysical properties by introducing the energy landscape and simu-

lating the inhibition of specific neurons.

Electrical synapses play diverse roles in neuronal development, circuit regulation, and stress conditions.44,45 In our dynamical model, the

energy landscape offers an intuitive method to explore the impact of gap junctions. The energy landscape projected onto pairs like AIBL and

RIVR, and AIBL and RIVL, reveals that the former pair can be almost regarded as the latter one compressed into a diagonal line (Figures S6A

and S6B). Essentially, the dynamics between the former pair is approximated by introducing a ‘‘compressing force’’ into the dynamics of the

latter pairs (seemore details in STARMethods). In the neural network, the connectivity of these two pairs differs due to an additional electrical

connection in the former pair.35,36 Therefore, the ‘‘compressing force’’ may serve to approximate and intuitively depict the influence of elec-

trical junctions.

The dynamical results from our DNNmodel reveal a fundamental navigation strategy in C. elegans, involving switching between two limit

cycles. During our study, C. elegans was immobilized in a microfluidic chamber, and the recording began within 5 min after removal from

food.20 The navigation may encompass both local search foraging behavior and escape and avoidance behaviors when contacting the

walls.46,47 The dynamical structure, characterized by two limit cycles, offers an explanation for the navigation strategy in both scenarios. In

local search, the selection of Cycle 2 at transition points might assist the worm in deciding whether to engage in precise local foraging. In

escape or avoidance behaviors, the choice of Cycle 2 at transition points may determine whether the current direction is suitable or if the

worm should explore another direction for escape or avoidance. In short, the dynamical structure enhances our understanding of

C. elegans navigation in various circumstances.
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Limitations of the study

While our study introducesmethods to reconstruct the neural dynamics ofC. elegans and investigate the underlyingmechanisms for locomotion,

there are several limitations associated with our approaches. First, different neurons in many systems exhibit distinct time constants, resulting in

varied dynamics timescales. However, our DNN model currently has limitations in effectively evaluating these time constants. Future research

combining the neural activity datawith thedetailedneural connectivity informationholds thepotential to reveal various time constants governing

neural dynamics in a more comprehensive manner. Another limitation in our model is the assumption of noise form. While we assume the noise

following aGaussianwhite noise pattern, it is acknowledged that noise in biological systemsmight not strictly conform to aGaussian distribution.

This assumption is rooted in the context of our approaches, which involve introducing the energy landscape of C. elegans’ neural system. Our

methods for quantifying the energy landscape rely on the assumption that the noise adheres to a Gaussian distribution. In instances where the

noise is not Gaussian, previous methods often need the numerical integral, which is very challenging in high-dimensional space. Consequently,

we limit our current study to these simplified cases, with the anticipation of addressing non-Gaussian scenarios in future investigations.
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Materials availability
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Data and code availability

� All data used in this study is publicly available: Kato2015 whole brain imaging data is available at https://osf.io/2395t/.
� All original code has been deposited at https://github.com/minecraburn/DNN_for_Celegans and is publicly available as of the date of

publication.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this article is available from the lead contact on request.
METHOD DETAILS

Choice of the phase space

The neural activity of about 100 neurons in the head ganglia was recorded simultaneously for five elegans through Ca2+ Imaging by Kato

et al.,20 with fixed frame rates (2.90, 2.90, 2.83, 3.07, 2.80 frames per second for five animals respectively). Our model is based on this dataset.

Each elegans was immobilized in amicrofluidic chamber. Recordings were started within 5min after removal from foodwith constant 21%O2,

and the recordings last for 18 min. Only part of the 100+ neurons can be recognized and labeled names. There are only 21 commonly recog-

nized neurons for five animals, and we choose d = 14 common neurons to span our phase space. The 14 neurons are AIB(L/R), ALA, AVA(L/R),

AVB(L/R), AVER, RIBL, RID, RIM(L/R), RIV(L/R). The trace data of activity for five animals can be noted as fxitgði = 1; ::;n:1 % t %TiÞ for n = 5.

Each xit means a 14-dimension (d = 14) vector in the phase space. We also apply the normalization and principal components analysis of the

trace data fxitg to get the principal components for illustrating the trajectories and landscapes.
The deep learning method for reconstructing neural dynamics

In this section, we will introduce a deep-learning method to approach the dynamic force. Since we apply our method to five animals sepa-

rately, in this section we will take the 1st animal for example. Following previous works,19 the change in neural activity of C. elegans can be

described as a stochastic dynamical system formulated by (Equation 1) where e = ðe1ðtÞ;.; edðtÞÞT is the d-dimensional independent

Gaussian white noise which means

E½eiðtÞ� = 0; (Equation 4)
E
�
eiðtÞejðbtÞ� = 2Ddijd0ðt � btÞ:

Here, d0 is the Dirac delta function. For simplicity, we assume the white noise here is homogeneous and independent of the current neural

activity, so D is the constant diffusion coefficient and
14 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024
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dij =

�
1; i = j
0; isj

(Equation 5)

We use the deep learning method and employ a curve fitting method to learn the dynamic force from the data. The key point is to use a

function bF to approximate the dynamics F in the stochastic dynamical system (1). In the dynamics reconstruction process, the stochastic term is

omitted. In other words, the data trajectories fxitg can be generated by Equation 1. Note dt as the time between two frames of the data tra-

jectories fxitg (between xit and xit+1). By dividing dt into s segments, the dynamical process can be discretized using the single-step explicit

scheme and we can define the evolution map as

gF̂ : x/ x +
dt

s
bF ðxÞ:

For a nice approximation bF of F, the position (i.e., gms
F̂
ðxitÞ) after timemdt in the dynamical system for bF should be close to that (i.e., gms

F ) in

the dynamical system for F (herem; s are hyperparameters). Since in our model we assume that the data trajectories can be generated by the

dynamical system with F, we immediately have gms
F ðxitÞ = xit+m. Therefore, the error of the approximation can be quantified by the distance

between xit+m and gms
F̂
ðxitÞ. To reduce the influence of the Gaussian noise, we also introduce a smoothed data trace for approximation

~xt =
c1xit� 1+x

i
t+c1x

i
t+1

2c1+1
; (Equation 6)

where c1 is the smooth coeficient. Since for a test problem FðxÞ = axða > 0Þ, gm
F ðxÞ will increase exponentially, an infeasible initialization for

the coefficient will cause numerical issues in computing the loss function and may result in global non-convergence in optimization for the

coefficients for neural networks. Therefore, instead of using the neural network to learn F directly, we use the network to approximate

f ðxÞ = bF ðxÞ+ kx; (Equation 7)

where k > 0 is the correction coefficient. At the initial stage, the approximate dynamic force bF ðxÞ = f ðxÞ � kx will be dominated by the term �
kx, which overcomes the numerical problem mentioned above.

Nowwe can define the error of approximation, i.e., the loss function for the neural network. For t%Ti � m � 1, the single error z at xit with

a duration of mdt is,

z~f
�
xit
�
=

Xm
k = 1

�����~xt+k � gks
F̂

�
xit
������

2

=
Xm
k = 1

�����~xt+k � gks
~f � kx

�
xit
������

2

: (Equation 8)

The total loss function εð~f Þ will be the average of all single error

εð~f Þ =
XT1 �m

t = 1

z~f

�
x1t
�
: (Equation 9)

We use a DNN to construct ~f . The neural network model we use contains three hidden layers. All the hidden layers contain 120 nodes. The

number of neurons in the input layers and output layers is equal to the number of neurons in our model, i.e., the d = 14 consistently and un-

equivocally identified neurons. The neural network is trained by the standard gradient optimization (RMSprop optimizer in Pytorch). The

learning rate starts from 10� 2, and decreases when the loss function does not decrease for several epochs, until less than 10� 8. Finally,

the trained DNN can be represented as a function with the neural dynamics input x and output as part of the dynamics

~f ðxÞ = b4 +w4$Sigmoidfb3 +w3$ReLU½b2 +w2$ReLUðb1 +w1$xÞ � g:
In practice, we find that too large segment coefficient m; s in (Equations 8 and 9) will cause the divergence, and too small m; s will cause the

unfitness for longer traces. In practice, s = 3 andm = 2 is a practical setting. Besides we find the correction coefficients k = 1 in (Equation 7)

and smooth coefficient c1 = 1 in (Equation 6) are suitable.

After the neural network is trained and the dynamic force FðxÞ = f ðxÞ � kx is obtained, we use the discretization of the dynamical system

(1) to simulate the trace. Fixing a start x0, we can generate a independent sequence frig � Nð0;s2IÞ and get the simulate trace by

xðiDtÞ = xðði � 1ÞDtÞ+ Fðxðði � 1ÞDtÞÞDt + ri
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt

p
:

Since the data points are confined in a low-dimensional space, the areas around the data points are most meaningful. Therefore, we pick

the start point x0 randomly around the data point:

t � Uniformð1;TiÞ;
t � N
�
0; bs2

�
;
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x0 ) xit + t;

where bs2 is the MLE of covariance in (Equation 14). To identify the attractors in the stationary points, we conduct additional simulations start-

ing from points neighboring these stationary points. We record the rates at which the trajectories returned to these points and those with

returning rates exceeding 95% will be identified as attractors.

We also investigate the effects of inhibiting specific neurons in our model. When targeting the inhibition of neuron i, our objective is to

nullify the i-th neural activity. To achieve this, we introduce an ‘‘inhibition force’’, and Equation 1 is modified to the following form:

dx

dt
=
�
FðxÞ � c2

�
eT
i $x

�
ei

�
+ e: (Equation 10)

Here, the dynamic force F is now replaced by FðxÞ � c2ðeTi $xÞei, where ei is a d-dimension vector with 1 as the i-th element and 0 as other

elements. This introduces an external force to the neural network, and for any neuron activity x, the output of the DNN serves as the function

f ðxÞ. Themodifieddynamics are then calculated as FðxÞ � c2ðeTi $xÞei = f ðxÞ � kx � c2ðeTi $xÞei . A simplemathematical analysis reveals that

selecting a sufficiently large coefficient c2 will drive the i-th activity to zero. Therefore, an adequately chosen c2 serves to inhibit the corre-

sponding neural activity in our model.

Similarly, the ‘‘compressing force’’ between neuron i and neuron j can be applied by replacing FðxÞ by FðxÞ � c3ðei � ejÞðei � ejÞTx. The
effect of electrical synapses can be modeled by the ‘‘compressing force’’ in our model.
Calculation of state transition probability and behavioral decoding of phase space

We record all the periods of Slow states with durations less than 0.5 s. Surprisingly, all these Slow states start from two types of turns (Dorsal

turn and Ventral turn) and ultimately transition to the Reverse state. Therefore, to distinguish these Slow states, wewill refer to themas ‘‘Slow2’’

states, while the others will be denoted as ‘‘Slow1’’ states. The durations of Slow2 states are less than 0.5s and keep for only 1� 2 frames. Now,

the q = 7 different states of locomotion of C. elegans will be Forward, Slow1, Slow2, Dorsal turn, Ventral turn, Reverse and Sustain reverse,

which are represented as the first through seventh states.

To calculate the number of state transitions from state i to state j, we can use the statistic:

Ni/j =
Xn

k = 1

#
	
t : State

�
xkt
�
= i and State

�
xkt+1

�
= j



:

The state transition probability can be then calculated by,

pi/j =
Ni/jP

1% k%q;ksiNi/k
;pwhole

i/j =
Ni/jP

1% k;l%q = 7;kslNk/l
:

To explain the locomotion behaviors in the simulation, we need to extend the behaviors observed in data trajectories across the entire

activity space. We introduce two methods for segmenting the activity space into various labeled behaviors: the clustering division method

and the DNN method. In the clustering division method, we first apply the clustering on data points with each behavior separately. Using

the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering on data with norm L2 and the stopping max radius 0.07, each type of behavior point is divided

into clusters with cluster center fyikgð1 % i;1 % k %niÞ. Finally, behavior iðxÞ is assigned to the point x by,

iðxÞ = arg min
1% i%q

�
min

1% k%ni

��x � yi
k

��
2

�
: (Equation 11)

In the DNN method, we similarly use the neural network to give the behavior series. A net with three hidden layers of all 120 nodes and the

activation functions ReLU, ReLU, Sigmoid sequentially is employed. Obviously, the input size is d = 14, the size of phase space, and the

output size is q = 7, the number of states. The neural activities are taken as input while state predictions are produced as output. We use

the behavior series in the imaging dataset to optimize our neural network and use it to give out the behavior series of our simulations.
The energy landscape of C. elegans’ neural dynamics

To globally explore the dynamical structure, we introduce the energy landscape approach. Firstly, the neural systems can be described by the

stochastic system (Equation 1). The steady probability distribution can be formulated by the Fokker-Planck equation:

PssðxÞVFðxÞ + FðxÞ$VPssðxÞ = DPssðxÞ (Equation 12)

with boundary condition,

ðFðxÞPssðx; tÞ � DVPssðx; tÞÞ $nðxÞ
��!

= 0 x˛G; (Equation 13)

whereD = s2

2 is the diffusion coefficient,G = vU is the boundary for the activity spaceU and can be given by f0 % xi % 2g. After obtaining the

steady probability distribution PssðXÞ, we can then get the energy landscapeUðzÞ = � ln PssðzÞ and the flux JðXÞ from (Equation 2). However,
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since the curse of dimensionality rises from the high dimension, it’s difficult to solve it directly, and methods approximating the solution are

needed.

We first estimate the diffusion coefficient D, i.e., the half of s2 using the MLE:

bs2 =
1

dt
Pn

i = 1 ðTi � 1Þ
Xn

i = 1

XTi � 1

t = 1

1

d

�����xit+1 � xit � FðxÞdt
�����
2

2

: (Equation 14)

When the system is a multistable system with only attractors, previous works17,27,28,32,48 have shown that Pss can be formulated as a combi-

nation of Gaussian distributions:

PssðzÞ = 1

ð2p det SðxÞ Þd=2
e� 1

2ðz� xÞTSðxÞ� 1ðz� xÞ; (Equation 15)

and the mean and covariance of each Gaussian distribution can be calculated by the convergent values from the ODEs,

dx

dt
= FðxðtÞÞ; (Equation 16)
dSðtÞ
dt

= SðtÞAT ðxðtÞÞ+AðxðtÞÞSðtÞ+ s2I;

where the matrix A is the Jacobi of F, i.e., Aij = vFiðxðtÞÞ
vxjðtÞ . When it comes to the periodic oscillation systems with limit cycles, we need to intro-

duce a new method for calculating landscape. In this approach for periodic oscillation systems, the steady probability can be formulated as,

PssðxÞ =

R
C
qðzÞ 1

ð2pÞd=2
e� 1

2ðx� zÞTSðzÞ� 1ðx� zÞdzR
C
qðzÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

det SðzÞp
dz

; (Equation 17)

where C : = fxðtÞ : t ˛ ½0;T0�g is the limit cycle. For any point z in C, let v1ðzÞ = x0ðtÞ
kx0 ðtÞk2 =

FðxðtÞÞ
kFðxðtÞÞk2 be the direction of limit cycle and

v1ðzÞ; v2ðzÞ;.; vnðzÞ be an orthonormal basis. Let Q = ðv2;.;vnÞ. The covariance matrix SðzÞ rises from the matrix equation,

bSQTATQ + QTAQbS + 2DIn� 1 = 0 (Equation 18)

with S = QbSQT +d0v1v
T
1 , where d0 is a small coefficient. The former one is equivalent to the linear equation,�

I5
�
QTAQ

�
+
�
QTAQ

�
5 I

�
vecðbSÞ = � 2DvecðIn� 1Þ: (Equation 19)

The density function qðtÞ = qðxðtÞÞ can be calculated by the following equations,

qðtÞ = e
1
D

R t

0
gðsÞ2ds


qð0Þ � C0

Z t

0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0
1
D gðuÞ2duds

�
; (Equation 20)

where,

C0 = qð0Þ

�
1 � e

�
1

D

R T0

0
gðsÞ2ds

�

R T0
0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0

1

D
gðuÞ2du

ds

(Equation 21)

and gðtÞ = kFðxðtÞÞk2. More details can be seen in next section. By combining two approaches we can calculate the potential landscape of

the neural dynamics of C. elegans.
The landscape construction for limit cycle system

When applying the original Guassian-like approaches17 to periodic oscillatory systems, we face a challenge where the covariance matrix may

diverge to infinity. Hence, a novel and efficient method is required for computing the landscape of such periodic oscillatory systems. To

approximate the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation, we introduce a novel method designed specifically for calculating the landscape

of limit cycles. First, let’s provide a restatement of the methods for calculating the landscape of multistable systems and attempt to explain

the reason for the divergence issue. When we reorder SðxðtÞÞ to a vector sðtÞ, the equation for solving the covariance can be reformulated as

follows:
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dsðtÞ
dt

= ðI5A + A5 IÞsðtÞ+ 2D$vecðIÞ: (Equation 22)

This reveals that the evolution equation for covariance is essentially a linear ordinary differential equation. As the system’s state, repre-

sented by xðtÞ, eventually approaches an attractor x�, it’s observed that around this attractor: vTAðx�Þv < 0 holds for all vector v ˛ Rd . Conse-

quently, the steady covariance matrix s1 can be formulated as:

ðI5Aðx�Þ + Aðx�Þ5 IÞs1 + 2D $ vecðIÞ = 0:

Under certain conditions, if vTAðx�Þv < 0 holds for all vectors v ˛Rd , it follows that vT ðI5Aðx�Þ +Aðx�Þ5IÞv < 0 holds for all vectors v ˛ Rd .

This means that the evolution matrix ðI5Aðx�Þ +Aðx�Þ5IÞ is non-singular, and all its eigenvalues are negative. These properties ensure the

convergence of the covariance equations described in Equation 22. However, when these approaches are employed for limit cycles, these

properties can potentially break down, leading to the divergence issue observed in the iteration methods. In a periodic oscillatory system,

as xðtÞ approaches a limit cycle, it becomes almost periodic with a period T0. Consequently, Equation 22 can be reformulated into the

following equation:

dsðtÞ
dt

= CðtÞsðtÞ+ 2D$vecðIÞ;

where CðtÞ is defined as:

CðtÞ = I5AðxðtÞÞ+AðxðtÞÞ5I (Equation 23)

This equation is subject to the boundary condition:

sðT0Þ = sð0Þ: (Equation 24)

The numerical solution for Equation 23 can be expressed as:

sð0Þ = sðT0Þ = Bsð0Þ+b0; (Equation 25)

where B is computed as:

B = lim
n/+N

Yn
i = 1


I +

T0

n
C

�
n � i

n
T0

��
; (Equation 26)

and b0 is calculated as:

b0 = 2D lim
n/+N

Xn

k = 1

Yn� k

i = 1


I +

T0

n
C

�
n � i

n
T0

��
$ vecðIÞ:

Therefore, the steady correlation can be determined by Equation 25, i.e.,

ðI � BÞsð0Þ = b0;

if the solution exists and is feasible. However, when dealing with a limit cycle instead of an attractor, it’s possible that vTAv is non-nega-

tive for the limit cycle direction v, and the eigenvalue of A+AT may also be non-negative. Consequently, the matrix B in Equation 26 can

become singular, and the solution may become infeasible. This is where the limitation of the iteration methods comes into play. From a

global perspective, this limitation arises from the fact that the original hypothesis - that a Gaussian-like distribution will maintain its

Gaussian shape in a moving local area - does not hold in this context. Instead, the origin Gaussian-like distribution will gradually fill

the entire limit cycle. Therefore, the introduction of the novel method is necessary to address this issue. We start by assuming that around

the limit cycle, the steady probability can be approximated as a low-rank Gaussian distribution in the orthogonal space to the tangent

direction (the direction of FðxÞ). This distribution is characterized by two functions: qðxÞ and SðxÞ. The probability density function pðxÞ
is defined as follows:

pðxÞ =

R
CqðzÞ

1

ð2pÞd=2
e� 1

2ðx� zÞTSðzÞ� 1ðx� zÞdzR
CqðzÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det SðzÞp

dz
; (Equation 27)

Here, C represents the limit cycle, qðxÞ and SðxÞ are functions for x, and the following paragraphs will show how to calculate them. We

assume that in the steady state, there exists a local neighborhood where the flux (including Gaussian noise) entering or leaving maintains

a balance at any point on the boundary of this neighborhood. As a result, the correlation matrix of the low-rank part (excluding the direction

of FðxÞ) can be obtained through a similar procedure as original approaches17,32 by excluding the direction of FðxÞ from the matrix. Let’s
18 iScience 27, 109759, May 17, 2024
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denote v1 = FðxÞ
kFðxÞk2 as the unit vector in the tangent direction, and v1;.; vn as a orthonormal basis. We define a matrixQ asQ = ðv2;.;vnÞ.

The correlation matrix for v2; ::;vn, denoted as bS˛Rðd� 1Þ3ðd� 1Þ, can be calculated through the equation:

bSQTATQ + QTAQbS +QTDQ = 0: (Equation 28)

The solution can be obtained by:

vecðbSÞ = � 2D
�
I5QTAQ+QTAQ5I

�� 1
vecðIÞ: (Equation 29)

Then the perpendicular part ofS is given byQbSQT . Also, we find that the tangent part ofS does not affect the final distribution around the

limit cycle significantly, as it can be influenced by the density qðxÞ. Therefore, a fixed term is chosen as the tangent part:

S = QbSQT +d0v1v
T
1 ; : (Equation 30)

Here, d0 is a small coefficient, usually taken as the diffusion coefficient D. Let’s continue with the calculation of the density qðxÞ by restricting
the Fokker-Planck equation to the limit cycle, which is essentially a one-dimensional manifold. The equation for this density can be formulated

as follows:

V
�
FðxÞqðxÞ � DVqðxÞ� = 0: (Equation 31)

Since xðtÞ is one-dimension, this is equivalent to,

FðxÞqðxÞ � DVqðxÞ = C0;
dq

dx
=

1

D

0
BB@FðxÞ $

dx

dt����dxdt
����
2

$qðxÞ � C0

1
CCA:

With the properties of the limit cycle, we have,

dq

dx
=

1

D

�kFðxÞk2 $qðxÞ � C0

�
:

Let C = fxðtÞ : t ˛ ½0;T0�g be the limit cycle such that dx
dt = FðxÞ, and note gðtÞ = kFðxðtÞÞk2. We have,

dq

dt
=

dx

dt
$
1

D

�
gðtÞ $q � C0

�
;

dq

dt
=

gðtÞ2
D

q � C0
gðtÞ
D

;

qðtÞ = e
1
D

R t

0
gðsÞ2ds


qð0Þ � C0

Z t

0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0
1
D gðuÞ2duds

�
:

Since qð0Þ = qðT0Þ, we have,

qð0Þ = e
1
D

R T0

0
gðsÞ2ds


qð0Þ � C0

Z T0

0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0
1
D gðuÞ2duds

�
:

Since replacing qðxÞ by C2qðxÞ for any C2 ˛ ð0; +NÞ results the same final distribution pðxÞ, we can take qð0Þ = 1, and immediately have,

C0

Z T0

0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0
1
D gðuÞ2duds =

�
1 � e� 1

D

R T0

0
gðsÞ2ds

�
;

C0 =

�
1 � e

�
1

D

R T0

0
gðsÞ2ds

�

R T0
0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0

1

D
gðuÞ2du

ds

:
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Finally, the density function qðtÞ can be calculated by,

qðtÞ = e
1
D

R T

0
gðsÞ2ds


qð0Þ � C0

Z t

0

1

D
gðsÞe�

R s

0
1
D gðuÞ2duds

�
: (Equation 32)

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB version R2020b, unless mentioned otherwise.
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